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 Coming in to Brno from Dresden via Prague, we pass Terezin,  
formerly Theresienstadt. Here, the famous speleologist  

Dr. Benno Wolf died on January 6, 1943  
by inhuman imprisonment conditions in  

the local Nazi concentration camp. 



 Who was Dr. Benno Wolf and why did he die in a KZ? 
 

 

 



 

 

 

Dr. Benno Wolf  1871 - 1943 

• Born 1871 in Dresden 
• Family Christians, but jewish ancestors 
• Studied law 
• Examination and PhD in 1895 
• Caving interest since 1898 
• Judge in 1908 at Elberfeld, NRW 
• First systematic caving phase there 
• Later, judge in court Berlin II 
• Honorary work in Prussian nature   
  conservation bureau 
• Main author of first German nature 
  conservation law 
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Dr. Benno Wolf – an internationally  
renowned speleologist 

• International caving activities 
• Member of caving clubs Hades, Touristi  
  Triestini and others 
• Vertical caving in Slovenian karst 
• Authority in caving techniques  
  and science 
• Active networker with NGOs, scientists  
  and authorities  
• 1922 Main Association of German    
  Speleologists founded in Steiermark 
• 1923 Founding Berlin Caving Society 
• 1936 BSA Honorary Member 
• Instigator of cave registries 
• Extensive private library and archive 
• Author of first cave animal catalogue 



 

 

 

Dr. Benno Wolf and the Main Association of German Speleologists 



 German-Hungarian Speleo Conference  
1927 in Hungary… 

  

 



 

 

 

1933, the Nazis took over  Jews were discriminated,  

Dr. Wolf was forced to leave the civil service 

ww2shots.com 



Dr. Benno Wolf – out of his job, he concentrated  
on research and publications, e.g. pioneering  

biospeleological catalogues … 



 

 

 

… and promoting work on national and international cave registries 



 

 

 

But with the time, he got into serious trouble –  
Discriminated by the Nazis and nearly without money.  
Many caving collegues stepped aside. Brave and active  

help only came from the factory owner and private  
Collector Julius Riemer – his best friend and patron. 



 

 

 

 1936 – his legacy 



SS-Head Heinrich Himmler was eager to use caves as  
underground shelters for weapon production sites in WW 2.  
So he tried to take possession of the caving clubs and their  

cave registries… 



Underground production site, Harz Mts. 



Forced relaunch of  
German Speleology  
Under Nazi conditions 



1941 – Riemer reluctantly  
joined the SS Ahnenerbe to  
prolong Dr. Benno Wolfs  
life. He even appealed to  
Hitler personally – but had  
no chance. 



 

 

 

The End of Benno Wolf 
 

In order to confiscate Wolf’s library of cave literature and  
registries for the SS Ahnenerbe cave research institute,  

Wolf, aged 71, was arrested by the Gestapo on  
July 6, 1942. Julius Riemer protested and laid down all his  

Functions. 
 

Deported on the 17th Elderly Transport out of Berlin  
to the concentration camp of Theresienstadt/Terezin.  

 
There he died half a year later, on January 6th, 1943,  

as a result of inhuman imprisonment.  
 

None of his cave research colleagues at home or  
abroad were able to help him – they did not even  

know where he was.  
 

After 1945: reluctant memorial work, Benno Wolf was  
“actively forgotten” by many cavers. 



 Underground weapon  
production in WW II 

 
 
 
 
 

The example of the  
Heimkehle gypsum cave,  

South Harz foreland 



 

 

 



Refunctioning the Heimkehle gyspum cave, South Harz  
sulfate karst, as a workshop for weapon production 
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 Inside the Heimkehle cave 
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Workshops inside the Heimkehle cave – production of  
airplane landing gears and tools for Junkers 
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 650 KZ prisoners had to work here – one of the rare  
photographs with these slave labourers at the Heimkehle 
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After WW II:  
 
Allied secret service  
 
reports described  
 
the Nazi weapon  
 
program, installations 
 
and facilities… 
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 Heimkehle visitor cave today 
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 Heimkehle visitor cave today 
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 Heimkehle visitor cave today 



Memorial work for Dr. Benno Wolf –  
the Dr. Benno Wolf prize of German speleologists. 

The 2013 prize was given to Ralph Müller by Bärbel Vogel,  
president VdHK. 
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Memorial stone for Dr. Benno Wolf in Berlin 



 

 

 

Berlin memorial plate work for Dr. Benno Wolf 



  Thank you in the memory 
of a great speleologist!  

 


